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VZ(P, -P I ) -(PI -WL)/L2 = 0
(1) where pili, i s the electrochemical polentiul of up-spin (down-spin) electmns. In this diffusion equation, the electric field does not play any role. and spin polarization decays away on a length scale of L from an injection point. This is reasonable for met;ils because the electric field E is essentially screened. For semiconductor spintronic devices. however, the semiconductor often is lightly duped and non-degenerate, and a moderate electric field can dominate the carrier mulion. w e describe here the consequences ufusing a drift-dilfuusiun eqution for spin polariation in the semiconductors that consistently takes into account electric-field effects and electron statistics:
We identify a high-electric-field diffusive regime that ha3 no annlugue in metals. This regime occurs for fields as small as I V/cm nt b w lempemturen. Two distinct diifusion Icngths now characterix spin motion. i.e., upstream (l,,,) and down-stream (L,,) spin diffuqion lengths. which can dillcr by orders of magnitude in moderate ficldr.
Conseauences of Sain Drift for SDin Iniection
There are several implications ofthis equation for spin injection from a ferromagnet into a nonmagnetic semiconductor. We find that in thc high-electric-field regime spin injection from a ferromagnet (FM) into a nonmagnetic semiconductor (NS) is enhanced by several orders of mtigniludc. For injection structu~'cs with intcrf;lcial barricrs. thc clcctric ficld furthcr cnhiinces spin iiijection considerably. Shown in Fig. I i s the spin injection elficiency ior moderate rlrctric iields in structures with and without spin-selective interfacial barriers.
where G q a is the interfacial conductance, a, ( , , is the conductivity of tlie FM(NS). pfis the FM polarization. and Lo, is the spin-tlip distance iii the FM. In FMINSIFM structures high electric fields destroy the symmetry between the two magnets at low fields, where both magnets are equally important for spin injection, and spin injection hecomes locally determined by the magnet from which carriers flow into the semiconductor. The field-induced spin injection ciilianccni~nt is also iiiscnsitivc 10 thc prcscncc of B highly dopcd nonmagnctic scmiconduclor (NS') at the FM interlace. thus FMINS'INS structurcs should also nisnifest efficient spin injection in high electric fields. Furthermore. high electric fields aubslantially reduce the magnetoresistance observable in il recent experiment[2] on spin injection from magnetic semiconductors, A lergc magnetoresislmce lids k e n observed in dilute rmgnclic semiconductors with large spin polarization in moderate magnetic fields [p(H)] due to the inability of spin-down ciirriws to carry ii spin-up current. An electric-field induced suppression of this magnetoresistance occurs because at higher electric iields the carriers in tlie NS region can kcume highly puhrized. This suppression a p p r r tu hove now been seen rxperimenl;dly [3] . 
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